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Algebra – Problem Sheet 10 - the christmas sheet

A christmas poem1

As usual in this time of year
the problem sheet lies calm and dear.
A lyrical completion test
will certainly arouse your zest.

So find the answers, write them down
and afterwards go into town,
buy a gift for your TA,
this for sure will make his day.

Every exercise is going to give you one ore more words for the fill-in-the-blank text on the back-side. But
don’t forget to prove your answers on this sheet! If you do so, Santa Claus is sad, and you do not want
this, do you? Now we wish you a merry christmas, a happy new year 2012 (full of algebra?) and much
fun with this sheet. :-)

Exercise 1 (2 points)
Let m,n ∈ N. Z/nZ⊗Z Z/mZ = 0 ???⇔ m,n coprime. What are correct implications?
⇔ (problem sheet)
⇒ but not ⇐ (summer’s day)
⇐ but not ⇒ (winter’s day)
neither ⇐ nor ⇒ (non-cyclic Galois group).

Exercise 2 (2 points)
The given abelian groups are Z-modules with the usual structure.

a) What is Q⊗Z Q?
Q2 (temperate), Q (difficult), 0 (beautiful)

b) What is Q/Z⊗Z Q/Z?
(Q/Z)2 (groups), Q/Z (answers), 0 (questions)

Exercise 3 (2 points)
Let R be an integral domain. Which statement is correct? R is a field if...
... R noetherian. (teaching assistant)
... R is artinean. (confidence of yours)
... R is noetherian or R is artinean. (cocktail)

The next solution is the name of the book with the ISBN number 0-613-77198-2. Sorry, there are no
points for this one.

Exercise 4 (2 point)
Let f = X42 − 6, g = X42 − 36 ∈ Q[X]. Which statement is correct?
f, g are both reducible. (eye of heaven)
f, g are both irreducible. (flower of wisdom)
f is reducible, g is irreducible. (incorrect answer)
f is irreducible, g is reducible. (script of Jochen)

Exercise 5 (2 points)
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 andM,N be noetherian R-modules. Show thatM⊗N is noetherian,
too. (If you prove this, you’ll get the solution for the backside by free: It’s “blackboard sketches”.)

Please turn over the page! There is more interesting stuff on the second page.
1This poem is brought to you by your lecturer and your teaching assistant (TA).



Exercise 6 (2 points)
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Show that R[X]⊗R R[Y ] = R[X,Y ].
If the associated bilinear map is given by multiplication the answer for the back-side is “early hour”, else
it is “chance”.

Exercise 7 (3 points)
This is the return of the Galois theory. LetK ⊆ L be a finite field extension. Remember that #HomK(L,K) ≤
[L : K]. Obviously any K-linear L-automorphism is contained in HomK(L,K). Therefore we get

#AutK(L)
(1)
≤ #HomK(L,K)

(2)
≤ [L : K].

Find the correct assignment of the statements to get the three solution words in the right order.

At (1) we have equality if and only if...
At (2) we have equality if any only if...
#(AutK(L)) = [L : K] if and only if...

... K ⊆ L is separable (knowledge).

... K ⊆ L is normal (algebra).

... K ⊆ L is Galois (Jochen).

Exercise 8 (1 little point)
If you want to, prove that you are more poetic than we are or that you can draw better drawings of Santa
Claus. (You won’t be able to do this, but you may try... ;-)). Complete the text down there and read it
at your christmas celebration.
Whatever you do: Take this little point for having a good time and for returning rested next year for
more algebra.

Vanessa Shakespeare

Shall I compare thee to a ?
thou art more lovely and more ;
Rough do shake the ,
And hath all too short a date;

Sometime too hot the shines,
And often are his dimm’d;
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By or nature’s changing course untrimm’d;

But thy eternal shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that thou ow’st;
Nor shall brag thou wander’st in his shade,
When in eternal lines to time thou grow’st:

So long as men can or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.

Additional question: How many monkeys do you need to type this on a typewriter?

Hand in your christmas presents until wednesday, January 11st 2012, 7:45 in the yellow box labeled

”Algebra“, Allianzgebäude, 1C or bring them directly to the problem class, 8:00.


